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• New Flin Flon map
  – A new map…
  – A new stratigraphy…
  – A new age…

• New sub-Phanerozoic mapping project
  – A new project…
  – A new approach…
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- Why?
  - VMS and Gold deposits
  - Prospectivity…
  - Provincial border…
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• How?
  – Collaborations
    • Geological SurveySSS
    • Companies
    • Universities/Researchers /Students
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  – One mapping effort
    • One team
    • One camp
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• Results...
  – One map
    • One litho-stratigraphic legend
    • Outcrops shades
    • Index of contributions with references
    • Geochronology table
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- The need for a new map…
  - Why?
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• Thanks to…
  – Industry
    • HudBay Minerals
    • VMS Ventures Inc.
    • Rockcliff Resources Inc.
    • International Samuel Exploration Corp.
  – Geological Surveys
    • Geological Survey of Canada
    • Geological Survey of Saskatchewan
New sub-Phanerozoic mapping project ...

- What do we know?
  - Building Databases
    - Geophysics & Drillhole info
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• What do we know?
  – Building Databases
    • Geophysics & Drillhole info
    • Geochemistry
    • Geochronology
  – Field Work
    • "Ore-bearing" sequences
    • Others…
  – Map making…
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- What do we need?
  - Field Work
    - “Ore-bearing” sequences
  - Others…
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- Map production…
  - In stages…
  - 2011-…

- Final product
  - MB-SK Flin Flon sub-Phanerozoic map & report
Thank you!